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As genomics datasets continue to grow precipitously, it has become more difficult for 
researchers to incorporate new sequences into their workflows in a consistent and reproducible 
way. One approach to addressing this difficulty is to create a set of “primitive” software services 
from which one can construct reliable research workflows. Sequence similarity search is a 
ubiquitous element in these workflows and an obvious candidate for a reusable and composable 
service. In fact, many institutions already offer such services through web interfaces ([1], [2]). 
 
JGI and KBase both aim to help DOE scientists by allowing them to measure and analyze their 
data in new ways. JGI and KBase share the need to express increasingly sophisticated 
relationships in biological data, such as phylogenetic, chemical and environmental similarities, 
expressed in terms of taxonomy, gene homology, chemical similarity, etc. This common goal 
requires significant computing resources that increase as we add more organisms, interactions, 
and environmental parameters to our databases. Focusing first on our users’ zero order data 
analysis use cases, we have identified core pieces of the JGI and KBase infrastructures that can 
be unified and shared. 
 
JGI and KBase have created Genesearch, a service that provides a similarity search capability 
with a selection of alignment search tools and databases. Genesearch is structured as a 
microservice[3] in the sense that it provides exactly one function and is easy to deploy and 
maintain. Genesearch is currently deployed and available to DOE researchers within KBase and 
the Joint Genome Institute, and is also available as open source software for research groups that 
use their own sequence databases. The software can run normally or in a Docker container, and 
can be accessed by web clients and through a Python interface. 
 
Genesearch is only the first in a suite of composable services for analyzing and manipulating 
large datasets on DOE and non-DOE resources. We are also working on a service that maps 
sequence identifiers between databases used by KBase, JGI, UniProt, and NCBI. Here we hope 



to solicit input from the research community and to illustrate how these reusable elements can 
allow scientists to overcome the data deluge problem, build confidence in their work, and focus 
on answering previously intractable questions. 
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Genesearch: A sequence similarity search service 
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As genomics datasets continue to grow precipitously, it has become more difficult for 
researchers to incorporate new sequences into their workflows in a consistent and reproducible 
way. One approach to addressing this difficulty is to create a set of “primitive” software services 
from which one can construct reliable research workflows. Sequence similarity search is a 
ubiquitous element in these workflows and an obvious candidate for a reusable and composable 
service. In fact, many institutions already offer such services through web interfaces. 
 
We have created Genesearch, a service that provides a similarity search capability with a 
selection of alignment search tools and databases. Genesearch is structured as a microservice 



in the sense that it provides exactly one function and is easy to deploy and maintain. 
Genesearch is currently deployed and available to DOE researchers within KBase and the Joint 
Genome Institute, and is also available as open source software for research groups that use 
their own sequence databases. The software can run normally or in a Docker container, and 
can be accessed by web clients and through a Python interface. 
 
Genesearch is only the first in a suite of composable services for analyzing and manipulating 
large datasets on DOE and non-DOE resources. We are also working on a service that maps 
sequence identifiers between databases used by KBase, JGI, UniProt, and NCBI. Here we hope 
to solicit input from the research community and to illustrate how these reusable elements can 
allow scientists to overcome the data deluge problem, build confidence in their work, and focus 
on answering previously intractable questions. 
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